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MR's revolutionary innovation deemed “evolutionary“

Internet research, which spawned
other online research in many different
forms, came to be accepted by tradi-
tional, stodgy researchers who over-
came their disparagement and rejection
of its potential value. That opened a
torrent of other MR advancements, in
information sources and types of infor-
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Top of the News

SSI’s QuickThoughts app for Apple and
Android smartphones and tablets, offers
respondents iTunes gift cards as rewards.

Facebook user engagement has declined
despite/because of increases in the number
of posts from the top 50 retailers, according
to research by Expion.  

comScore’s new service tracks U.S.

mCommerce sales (up 24% last
year) and analyzes by product
category and individual retailers.

On August 24, 2013, Nielsen cel-
ebrated its 90th anniversary. 

News in the Numbers

Econsultancy and Lynchpin found that only
20% of businesses know how to tie data collec-

Follow the RBDRChannel on YouTube and @RBDRfromRFL daily for the latest MR news

An observer of the market research
industry with several decades under
their belt would look at the industry’s
21st century tools and techniques and
be bowled over. MR has been influ-
enced and driven to change by upend-
ing alterations in local, national and
global real-world environments it was
called on to study and understand. (Continued on pg. 4)

(Continued on pg. 5)
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How do we get the MR industry to mend
its ways? Because it has treated me so ter-
rifically for almost 20 years, I care deeply
about the MR industry. Every couple of
days, I am reminded about an expanding
and untreated problem.
In the late 1990s, MR professionals

were in touch with reality. They fretted
about whether widespread abuse of
online research respondents would “kill
the goose that laid the golden egg,” or,
expressed more precisely, wipe out a new
online respondent base in record time.
The situation was apparent to everyone, however

serious industry action never crystallized. There was
a lot of talk, but attitudes about fielding consumer-
friendly surveys never converted into action. For
me, the stomach-churning aspect of it all was a
seeming lack of real interest in the problem. 
And I recalled my first brush with respondent

cooperation back in 2006. (That led to my online
data quality initiative in 2007.)
For the past three years, I have occasionally spouted

about this response problem in private conversa-
tions. Whenever anyone appeared to agree, I shared
what I imagined could be a challenging but serious
way of beginning to resolve the problem: an industry
mission statement. 
It would take the form of a consensual agreement

between all industry companies, codified by CASRO,
the MRA and ARF.
First, acknowledge our industry’s image problem

with the public. Follow that with a straightforward
concession of the damage researchers have inflicted
on research respondents over many years – how
they have taken advantage of their time and
patience with lengthy, often tedious studies that
researchers’ knew would exceed respondents’
patience threshold and mislead how long their
survey participation would take.
Next, an admission that researchers have treated

respondents as replaceable “things” in their pro-
jects, instead of vital individuals whose opinions
and satisfaction mattered most of all.
Looking forward, the mission statement would

commit individuals, corporations and the indus-
try as a whole, to actions that do not turn off
prospective research participants. There are a
limited number of individuals in our midst who
are excited to be a research respondent. I can’t
prove it, but I personally believe sizeable numbers

of young people haven’t made up their
minds about MR. We need a pledge to
provide a positive MR experience.
Many will comment that what I’m advo-

cating is too tall an order. What are our
alternatives. Who in your extended family
is interested in participating in research of
any kind? Looking beyond those who
would like to please you, do you know
people who say nice things about research

and are open to taking a survey?
And is it dependent on their availability?

And do you know people who would take a survey
based on MR options (online, mobile, phone, etc.)?
Lessening the problem of respondent coopera-

tion can’t happen on its own. Like weeds in a gar-
den, it grew untreated for decades. The issue is
more complex now that empowered consumers
are voicing their demands in exchange for MR
participation. I know individuals who think/hope
that new MR technologies can stem the problem.
That is unrealistic as long as MR agencies con-
centrate on their revenues and profits and down-
play long-term respondent cooperation.
I heard an updated version of the participation

problem from Kinesis Survey Technologies
President Leslie Townsend, who said she is hoping
that mobile research can somehow avoid the dras-
tic consumer disgust that whacked online MR.
Townsend already sees signs of disengagement.
“I think that we have to hurry. We already see

tremendous dropout rates on mobile devices, and
much research coming out of CASRO, ESOMAR
and other industry organizations is confirming the
threats that we are seeing,” she said. “The highest
dropout rates are on non-smartphones, followed
by smartphones, then tablets; the lowest dropout
rates are on desktop devices.” 
Dropout rates in Kinesis data grew for all types of

mobile devices last year, from around 71% in Q1
2012 to 78% in Q3. (It improved somewhat in suc-
ceeding quarters.) Dropout was less than 14.5% on
desktops. “In the beginning – before mobile devices
become widely popular  – we consistently saw 80%
mobile device completion rates,” Townsend said. “I
don’t know if we can maintain that.”
I’ve never heard about dropping cooperation rates

that somehow significantly improved. That’s how
daunting the challenge is. Let’s get to work. RBR

Bob Lederer
RBR Editor & Publisher

Tell me what you think: rflbob@gmail.com

The Incite Summit, sponsored by
Incite Marketing & Communications
and staged September 18-19 in New
York, focused on the marcomm com-
munity. Panel discussions involved an
impressive group of CMOs and CCOs
from companies across a variety of
industries.
How these marcomm business leaders

were working with research to analyze
the impact (in terms of ROI) from their
marketing and communications efforts was my
pre-meeting interest. Not long into it, I realized
something important.  
The Summit dialogue was all about the impact digital

communications, especially social media, has had on
the marcomm space. Nearly all of the companies
represented on the speaker roster have a strong digital
presence in their marketing and communications
activities.  There was general agreement about digital
reach, engagement and transparency having forced
businesses to embrace customer-centricity.  
In this environment, the corporate need for tools to

curate the mounds of information generated from
responses to digital messaging, as well as social media
dialogue, is quite pressing. And these analytics must
provide detailed feedback centered on identities, loca-
tions and timing and, on top of that, sentiment. 
For instance, MetLife Chief Customer Officer

Claire Burns said social media feedback is being
used as part of the firm’s effort to move from product-
centricity to customer-centric. Information gleaned
from analysis of social media chatter provides an
understanding of customer needs, what’s working,
what’s not and short- and long-term changes that
can address issues raised. 
So, MetLife is streamlining customer interface

processes from social media dialogue. Changes
implemented include issuing dental ID cards and no
longer requiring life insurance beneficiaries to pro-
vide original life insurance policies to collect benefits.
Dow Jones’ CCO Paula Keve stated that social

media has helped it better understand customers by
analyzing sentiment, identifying what’s working
(and what’s not) and through ideas that elevate cus-
tomer service in both traditional and social channels.
For instance, Dow Jones’ customer-centricity initia-
tive created Wall Street Journal communities based on
specific interests. Community members are profiled
and individuals can communicate via chats with

those who have specific profiles. The WSJ
forwards news relevant to individuals
based on their profiles and the content of
their discussions. This targeting approach
side-steps traditional research.
Greek yogurt manufacturer Chobani

likewise relies on customer feedback,
according to CCO Nicki Briggs, who said
it has become important in NPD. While
some such feedback comes via traditional

research vehicles, the Chobani digital team
relies strongly on social media analysis for NPD
insights. For example, the Chobani Flip, a yogurt
container with a side car of crunchy mix-ins, was
developed from “loyal fan” comments on Pinterest.
Chobani social media monitoring measures the
impact of NPs and other marketing initiatives.
Chobani’s digital activities focus on inbound and

outbound messaging, and the business’ digital repre-
sentatives often respond directly to posted com-
ments. (Many other Incite speakers are doing this as
well). These capabilities have been a technological
and cultural journey for the Chobani organization. 
Jennifer Dominiquini, CMO of Fitness/Sporting

Goods/Toys/Seasonal at Sears/K-Mart, noted
that the retailer is moving towards integrated
marketing (shopping how ever you want, where
you want). Digital sales channels and communi-
cations are increasingly utilized, while social lis-
tening is being used for ideation, especially with
regard to emotional reactions to products.  
Further along the digital trail are 21st century-born

eCommerce exclusive operations. Stubhub CMO
Ray Elias and Restaurant.com President/CMO
Christopher Krohn rely on digital marketing to
acquire new customers, focus on social dialogue for
customers’ likes/dislikes, interests and other thoughts
about their relationships with these brands.
Traditional MR still exists (i.e., to determine market
segments based on preferences and attitudes), but are
designed to understand that the targets are communi-
cated and purely-transacted using digital approaches.
Customer-centricity has led to “personalized” mar-

keting, emanating from what customers choose to
share from posts, topics discussed and other imput-
ed types of information. For example, General Mills
Director of Marketing Excellence Ami Anderson
described tracking how customers interact with

Signs of “intelligence“ life 

Observations from RBR's editor and publisher 
Why are we allowing marcomm to sidestep traditional MR?

(Continued on pg. 6)

By Sherri Neuwirth
Contributing Editor

Sherri Neuwirth



tion to business decisions… “Liking” your social media
content immediately after publication makes it 32% more
likely others will do the same, reported a study in the
journal Science… Smartphone TV viewers are less likely
to multitask than TV viewers on other devices, says the
Council for Research Excellence’s “TV Untethered”
study. Furthermore, there is a two-way link between
tweets and TV show viewing: 29% of tweets cause TV
viewings and 48% of TV viewings cause tweets.

comScore reported that 54% of digital ads are never
seen by consumers… Among Facebook users, 8% say
they would be willing to spend $5 to $10 per month to
eliminate Facebook ads, in a Greenlight poll… There is
no evidence that brands’ Facebook posts with hashtags
drive engagement, Simply Measured reported. Facebook
posts with and without hashtags perform equally well.

UnboundID reported that using real identity data
increases a consumer's profile value by hundreds of
dollars (up to $124 per identity); aggregated, anonymous
data are individually worth pennies.
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41% of marketers believe that report-
ing accurate ROI of all marketing activ-
ity is the biggest challenge currently
facing their business and 55% of respon-
dents still measure the success of display
campaigns by click-through rates, a TagMan and
Finder Media survey found. 

The University of Cambridge analyzed 35 million
Foursquare check-ins from 925,000
users, then an algorithm assessed
Foursquare check-ins and foot traffic
and asked it to predict which store loca-
tions would be the most popular. It cor-
rectly ranked the top 10% of locations 70% of the time.

ReportsnReports.com stated the predictive analytics
market will be worth $5.24 billion by 2018… Voice
verification technology growth will push it to nearly
$3 billion by 2018, Transparency Market Research
reported… Data firm icrunchdata found over the past
year, the number of jobs with “Big Data” as a
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Six-Month Six-Month
Company   Revenue (Mil)     Net Income (Mil)   
Forrester Rsrch $ 149.7 (+0.2%) $ 8.0 (-27.3%)
GfK € 728.6 (+1.2%) € 95.9 (-1.0%)1

Nielsen $ 2,705 (+3.4%) $ 460 (+353.8%)
Gartner $ 621.6 (+12.4%)2 $ 83.2 (+9.8%)3

Ipsos € 803.8 (-4.0) € (60.2) (NA)
ISG $ 106.2 (+9.7%) $ 3.4 (+1396.7%)
WPP/Kantar £ 5327 (+7.1%) £ 753 (+10.6%)
BrainJuicer £ 10.8 (+3.7%) £ 1.3 (+81.0%)

Second Quarter Second Quarter
 Revenue (Mil)   Adjust EBITDA (Mil)

comScore $ 69.9 (+21.0%) $ 14.0 (+55.0%)

12-Month 12-Month
   Revenue (Mil)      Net Income (Mil)        

Harris Interactive $ 140.3 (-4.9) $ 6.9 (vs. $5.6 loss)

1 EBITDA 2 Research division result 3 Full Gartner operations

Research Company Reported Financial Results

Source: Companies’ quarterly reports as of June 30, 2013  

MR Company Reported 

Financial Results 

RBR News Notes (Continued from pg. 1)

mation that could be captured.
The first statement in the study from Best

Practices, LLC, “Consumer Marketing Research
Innovation: Assessing New Tools, Technologies and
Approaches to Understand and Communicate with
Consumers,” creates no controversy in summarizing
MR industry innovation as “broad reaching, incre-
mental and (assuming) various forms through tools,
technology, process improvements and hybrid

adaptations of
proven prac-
tices.” 
But the

adjoining state-
ment from this

Best Practices study declares the appropriateness of
describing innovation insights in consumer MR as
“ongoing evolutionary change, rather than revolu-
tionary, disruptive technology change.” 
It’s hard to fathom. Our research world, 15 years

ago, stood proud behind its telephone, mail, mall and
other offline processes. In 2013, with MR work
dominated by online panel and other online MR
(plus mobile MR, online community MR, crowd-
sourcing, neuroscience and other new methods
steadily edging into industry use), MR innovation is
described as having undergone evolutionary change?
Respondents in this study point to two categories

rife with research innovation: forecasting, position-
ing and segmentation in MR milestones and tools;
and brand research, concept testing, brand aware-
ness and customer insights in consumer MR tools.
Gamification and geotracking are not used exten-
sively by any of these client MR functions.
Lack of innovation is a major obstacle at only 8% of

respondent client
MR departments,
but among pharma
companies it was a
staggering 40%.
The study’s other

“big picture” conclusions:
• A shocking 17% of participating companies “felt

their Market Research operations are highly effec-
tive.” However, 57% rated themselves as somewhat
effective. Pharma MR clients decried insufficient
staffing as their biggest impediment, while non-
pharma said it was insufficient budget. 
• “Having quantitative and qualitative researchers

work as a team on select projects can reduce study
timelines,” is another conclusion. This is an interest-
ing comment after over one decade of RFL interviews
with leading MR department heads. In the late 1990s,
a good number of these top MR personnel were pre-
disposed to use qualitative or quantitative research,
but few ran a department that applied it evenly.
• “Online qualitative research offers advantages over

traditional qualitative studies (because) the online
format removes the geographical boundaries that can
make the creation of a representative sample so chal-
lenging in focus groups. Online qual (also) makes it
easier to do asynchronous studies. It gives partici-
pants more of a feeling of anonymity and thus makes
them more likely to talk about how they really feel.”
• The Best Practices report detected value from,

but also underutilization of, mobile research (by
non-pharma companies) as well as online commu-
nities and social media listening (the latter two MR

tools among all research-using businesses).
• Social media listening and Web-use tracking

were the main emerging MR tools being used fre-
quently by non-pharma MR clients.
• A handful of traditional MR means are in greater

use today than in recent times. A quarter of all client
study participants are using attitude measurement,
behavioral economics and hypothesis testing more
frequently than they did three years ago.  RBR

RBR Acquisitions Activity Report

The full benchmarking report, "Consumer Marketing
Research Innovation: Assessing New Tools, Technologies
and Approaches to Understand and Communicate with
Consumers," is available for purchase at
http://bit.ly/1bzBY3r for $7,400. In addition to criti-
cal lessons learned and pitfalls to avoid in conducting
consumer marketing research, it includes peer-
reported innovative tools across 11 market research
areas, including Patient Flow Mapping, Positioning,
Segmentation, Brand Research, Target Product
Profile Testing and more. For more information,
contact Best Practices, LLC at 919.403.0251 or
reports@best-in-class.com.  

Acquirer Acquiree
WPP Digital Mutual Mobile, Inc.
Confirmit Kantar Operations
Compass Intelligence Mobile Trax
MRops Radar Global
Yahoo! Rockmelt
Publicis Groupe Engauge Marketing
OgilvyOne Veticurl
Kantar Media • Second Sync 
Kantar • Benenson Strategy Group
Leger IFOP North America
eBay Decide
Nielsen U.S. Bowker
dunnhumby Standard Analytics
Facebook Mobile Technologies
Twitter Trendrr
IRI Aztec
Critical Mix ZoomPanel
Ogilvy & Mather PennyWise

(Continued on pg. 6)

Only 17% of client researchers feel 

their department is “very effective”

MR's “evolutionary“ change (Continued from pg. 1)

Online qualitative offers multiple

advantages over traditional qual

Traditional market research that is in greater use today
than a few years ago: attitude measurement, behavioral
economics and hypothesis testing
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as they shop… Friendly’s Ice Cream adopted On The
Spot Systems, a real-time worldwide mobile sur-
vey for more efficient and accurate menu testing.

ZenithOptimedia developed TVA Analytics to
determine if consumers are viewing TV
shows from a TV, PC, tablet or smart-
phone… Rentrak created  PreAt, which

monitors audience conversation around a film as
early as a year before release.

General Motors and Maritz Research created the
DealerPulse Mobile app that sends immediate cus-
tomer feedback to dealers’ smartphones and
tablets… SAP AG’s SAP Social Contact Intelligence
analytic application unlocks insights for businesses
from social media channels and internal sources.

Tumblr and Simply Measured partnered on marketing
analytics that go beyond “likes” and “reblogs”…
I.Predictus’ predictive media buying tool,
B.E.S.T., translates Big Data for media buyers.

Socratic Technologies added a new modeling
capability that measures the entire lifecycle of
advertising… Ipsos SMX is studying online
communities and social media listening.

Social media analytics company Mass Relevance part-
nered with Facebook to enable media companies to
tap into Facebook messages relating to specific top-
ics… Qualtrics Mobile surveying detects the kind
of device or platform being used and tailors ques-
tions for different devices. Qualtrics Mobile’s offline
capability doesn’t require Internet connectivity.

An aggregator of consumer behavior-based infor-
mation, Consumer Orbit’s data analytics product,
Total View, enables marketing and ad agencies to
combine customer data with behavioral, attitudi-
nal, brand loyalty, transactional and demographic
data in one database.

Kudos

VisionCritical was ranked the fastest growing MR
firm in Inside Research’s 17th Annual
Report… Acxiom Corp. copped a People’s
Choice Stevie Award for Favorite New
Products at the 11th Annual American

Business Awards ceremony.

Informatica was named Master Data Management
“Champion” by Bloor Research…
Confirmit Voices won Customer
Magazine’s 2013 CRM Excellence
Award. Confirmit also won a 2013
TMC Labs Innovation Award... GfK won “Best
Agency” in the 2013 MRS Awards.

The NPD Group, Inc. is on InformationWeek’s
new list of top 500 U.S. technology innovators…
The MSR Group (Omaha, NE) and Decipher
(Fresno, CA) made the Inc. 5000 ranking of
America’s fastest growing companies for the
third time. Fractal Analytics (San Mateo, CA)
made the Inc. 5000 list for a second consecutive year.

Foreign News

The Supreme Court of the Philippines ruled that
research companies Social Weather Station and Pulse
Asia may withhold the identities of their clients. 

India’s TAM Media Research will now issue TV view-
ership in absolute numbers (thousands) rather than per-
centage of audience share. Percentages will remain avail-
able for advertisers, media agencies and broadcasters.

Stalled release of Canada’s 2011 national household
study prompted Statistics Canada to question a cen-
sus in a world with data mining. National surveys,
such as Canada’s census, cost roughly $652 million
and are not as accurate as data mining.

According to the Zendesk Benchmark report, cus-
tomer satisfaction is on the riseglobally. New Zealand
customers are most satisfied with services they receive
(92%), followed by Canada and Australia (91% and 89%
respectively).

Facebook, Samsung, Nokia, Qualcomm and Ericsson
partnered on Internet.org to sharply cut the cost of basic
mobile phone Internet service in developing countries.

Domestic News

U.S. advocacy group Consumer
Watchdog found a court document by
Google stating, “anyone sending mes-
sages to Gmail’s 425 million users
should not expect privacy,” according
to CBC News.

company websites, and said it directly interacts with
customers on General Mills’ Facebook page.
SVP-Marketing & Sales Eric Hadley noted that

The Weather Co.’s algorithms which identify
products it can promote digitally based on forecasted
weather for a specific date/time and location.

Where is Marketing Research in All This?

The panelists and the meeting’s tech-based
exhibitors confirmed that resources help obtain
necessary aggregated analytics and provide the
ability to respond to individual tweets and posts.
In all the discussions, there was a notable absence
of references to marketing research firms and only
a few mentions of reliance on assistance from
internal research departments. Traditional MR
agencies and, in many instances, internal MRDs
are not involved in or even considered for digital
analyses. Some MRDs may have tried to get
involved in their companies’ social media activi-
ties, but apparently too many of them are either
not being heard or maybe are not pushy enough.
To ensure the robustness of company information

obtained through social and related means, MR
companies and MRDs must find ways to become a
vital element in companies’ digital initiatives. 
Even more concerning at Incite were representatives

of Intuit, Sharp and other businesses who said mining

social data and marrying it with (online) behavioral
data is more effective than focus groups or surveys.
They said MR is more “accurate” by observing what
people do rather than what they say they will do. It
was obvious from Summit statements that large por-
tions of dollars previously spent on traditional MR are
being redirected to social media analytics.
The need for traditional methods will not cease

to exist, even if companies like those at the
Summit are turning less and less to traditional
MR for assistance. So, assuming that traditional
methods will represent a shrinking portion of the
“MR pie” in the future, can traditional MR com-
panies compete in that environment? Should they
find ways to play in this digital space? Should they
focus on vehicles and types of insights that cannot
be replicated digitally? 
No one is better equipped than researchers to

bring insights that matter to the CEO and CMO,
so why are MR firms and MRDs not grabbing the
reins on digital analytics? It’s been said, “You can't
expect to meet the challenges of today with yes-
terday's tools and expect to be in business tomor-
row.” With no shortage of new, improved MR
capabilities, maybe we need a call to action for all
professional researchers to effect a change in
business models before it’s too late. 

Marcomm sidetracking MR (Continued from pg. 3)

Tell Sherri what you think: sneuwirth@outlook.com

requirement increased by 63%… MarketsandMarkets
predicts that worldwide Big Data will grow from
more than $14 billion to more than $46 billion
within the next five years… eMarketer reported
Google took over 53% of the mobile ad market
in 2013, with Facebook at 15.8% (up from 5.35%
last year).

The AMA Journal of Marketing Research analysis of
household purchasing behavior found consumers
shopped at traditional supermarkets for regularly-
priced items, but switched to the hard-discounters
for pricier items.

New Products and Services

Harris Interactive is collaborating with Survey-
Monkey on the Harris Poll School Pulse, a tool that

recommends ongoing improvements for school dis-
tricts across the country. HI also launched
QuickQuery Instant, a survey tool built
for short quantitative surveys with
results in less than a day.

The Qatar Computing Research
Institute and Al Jazeera joined forces to
launch the Forecast and Analytics of
Social Media and Traffic platform that
analyzes in real-time the lifecycle of news
stories on the Web.

OwnerIQ’s new Brand Impact Study enables advertis-
ers to examine how their marketing campaigns impact
consumer demand through retailer websites…
PromoWorks’ INTER:FACE Insights touchpad survey
technology delivers real-time surveying of consumers

RBR News Notes (Continued from pg. 5)
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CBS Chief of Research Officer David Poltrack said that
data organizations and advertisers shouldn't concentrate
on the “adult 18 to 49" demographic, because there will be
less people in the age group, so ratings will fall accordingly.

The MRA backed Senator Chuck Schumer’s (D-NY)
call for specific federal privacy laws to require that
shoppers can opt out from being tracked if they so desire.

Apple introduced new rules for apps developers
selling to children younger than 13. They mandate
behavioral advertising based on the user’s activity in
the app cannot be included.

MR Works

Polk data showed that Millennials have flocked to
Ford more than any other automotive brand
since 2009. From the first half of 2009 to 2013,
Ford had an 80% growth in this group; all other

automakers had 35%.

The conservative Heritage Foundation conducted
surveys in 2008-2009 about GOP members
of the House and Senate ever being “worried
about being on the wrong side of Heritage’s
position,” the Washington Examiner reported.
The survey said nobody cared. To straight-
en out congressional right-wingers and
instill respect for Heritage’s positions, the

think tank created Heritage Action, an advocacy arm. 

Stories in Studies

Broadcast networks should shift their advertising
dollars from TV to online or Facebook, where they
will benefit without losing viewership, said a Nielsen
study. A 5% shift in ad dollars from TV to online can
result in a 7% increase in reach, excluding Facebook,
and a 10% increase in reach, including Facebook.

A Pitney Bowes survey found 60% of U.K. con-
sumers  would abandon Facebook if mass market-
ing bombarded their newsfeed.

Financial News

RealityMine (Manchester, U.K.) raised £600,000 in
equity funding, to finance recruitment of additional
technical, sales and client-support staff in its city…
Voice analytics start-up Beyond Verbal raised $1 mil-
lion in a second round of seed funding… Customer
intelligence platform start-up Lytics (Portland, OR)

secured $2.2 million in seed funding... Artificial intelli-
gence firm Parakweet raised $2 million to extend its
social media mining platform.

Analytics/forecaster GridGlo raised $1.3 million and
rebranded itself TROVE Predictive Data Science…
Social analytics/personalization platform GraphDive
closed a $2 million investor equity round… Versium
raised $2.5 million in investment funding.  RBR

RFL Communications, Inc., the world’s foremost provider of news and
information for market researchers, publishes three other marketing
research newsletters:

Research Department Report (RDR) profiles leading MRDs, focusing on
small differences between MRDs that have major impacts.

Research Conference Report (RCR) summarizes key presentations
made at MR conferences staged all across the globe.

Pharma Market Research Report (PMR2) is the only source for phar-
maceutical, healthcare, and medical device research news and information.

For a free copy of RBR, RCR or PMR2 please contact RFL Communications.

RFL Communications, Inc. offers access to our proprietary 6,800-
name list of client market researchers. It is updated daily, and avail-
able for rental or purchase. 

Please call (847 673-6288) or email Linda Tresley
(rflonline@gmail.com) for information about how you can reach
out and contact the top client-side market research buyers in the U.S.
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